Manngold is back.
Two years after their much acclaimed debut album ‘Manngold de Cobre’ (April 2014) - recorded with de
Cobre, an eight piece horn section led by Peter Vermeersch (Flat Earth Society) - the band is set to
release its new album ‘Manngold’ in the fall of 2016. This time in its six piece core setup.
At the Invada Studios in Bristol - home to bands such as Portishead, Beak>, Anika a.o. - Manngold found the
perfect haven for its immense power. Having Stuart Matthews (Quakers, Massive Attack, Portishead) by their
side, it took the band a three day joint run to dash its energy on tape - old school, live, fully analog, no overdubs.
Lovebuzz Productions’ Mike Burnham (London) mixed the recordings, resulting in the well considered sound that
perfectly captures the band's vigor. The album will soon be released by 9000 Records (Ghent, Belgium).
Relentlessly energetic and non-conformist, Manngold’s two drummers inexhaustibly push forward a twin
guitar-attack, a bass and an old Korg synth - soaked in effects - to massive heights. Somewhere in between
proto-punk, psych, improv, trance, repetitive tribalism, MC5 maximalism, noise and wild primitive rock’-n-roll, the
band constitutes a raw and unbreakable unit. Together, they excavate soundscapes, free zones, industrial
mayhem and explore the limits of deconstruction. Live, they push an endless volley of cosmic pulses through an
ever more hypnotized crowd. Think pre-cocaine Black Sabbath on the set of Emmannuelle I.
In its artistic course, the band can be considered a concept in flux. Manngold strives for constant renewal, and
attempts to break the boundaries between music and other forms of expression, coinciding with a contemporary
approach on art and on society as a whole. Thus, new and other experimental researches and projects are never
far away.
Manngold is Rodrigo Fuentealba (guitar), Philipp Weies (guitar), Bruno Coussée (bass), Kwinten Mordijck
(synth), Matthias Standaert (drums) and Karel De Backer (drums).
__

Manngold assembles some of the most accredited musicians in Belgian rock’-n-roll. Amongst others, band
members can or could be seen on stage with Arno, Dead Man Ray, Fifty Foot Combo, Go March,
Hypochristmutreefuzz, etc. In addition the band gathers a clan of hyper talented like-minded friends in its
slipstream. Can sometimes be seen joining in: Stéphane Misseghers (dEUS), Simon Segers (Beren Gieren,
Stadt), Lennert Jacobs (The Germans, Räpe Blossoms), Mauro Pawlowski (Evil Superstars, dEUS), Tom
Wouters (FES), Laurens Smagghe (Arno, Sioen), Elko Blijweert (Dead Man Ray), Jeroen Stevens (Ultima Vez,
Gruppo di Pawlowski), and others.

